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The modification of surfaces with self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) containing multiple different

molecules, or containing molecules with multiple different functional components, or both, has

become increasingly popular over the last two decades. This explosion of interest is primarily

related to the ability to control the modification of interfaces with something approaching

molecular level control and to the ability to characterise the molecular constructs by which the

surface is modified. Over this time the level of sophistication of molecular constructs, and the

level of knowledge related to how to fabricate molecular constructs on surfaces have advanced

enormously. This critical review aims to guide researchers interested in modifying surfaces with a

high degree of control to the use of organic layers. Highlighted are some of the issues to consider

when working with SAMs, as well as some of the lessons learnt (169 references).

1. Introduction

The assembly of entirely molecular building blocks into functional

devices is sometimes called molecular nanotechnology

to differentiate it from nanotechnology where devices are

fabricated using nanomaterials.1 Although a somewhat

artificial distinction, the term molecular nanotechnology does

confer the notion that truly molecular devices are being

fabricated. As with many nanodevices, frequently such

molecular constructs will be assembled onto a surface. The

surface confinement of molecular assemblies is often necessary

to know where the devices are, as a means to communicate

with the devices, or to allow the activity of the molecular

device to be monitored. As a consequence, the modification of

surfaces with molecular assemblies is one of the foundations

of molecular nanotechnology. As with nanotechnology in

general, there has been intense interest in developing molecular

assemblies on surfaces for a host of applications, including
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sensors and biochips,2,3 photovoltaics,4,5 fuel cell,6 biomaterials,7

and molecular electronics,4,8,9 as well as to provide funda-

mental understanding of electron transfer,10 controlling

reactions at surfaces,11 and tailoring surface properties.12

Among the many exciting developments, a number of rather

sophisticated molecular assemblies have been developed that

not only involve organic and organometallic molecules, but

also nanomaterials and/or biomolecules.3,13 A couple of

examples of some of the more complicated interfaces are

shown in Fig. 1.14,15 As can be seen from these schemes, quite

sophisticated molecular devices, with multiple different

functional components, can be assembled on a surface;

a surface which may also contain additional chemical

functionalities. There are, of course, many other examples of

simpler interfaces, but the examples in Fig. 1 exemplify both

the complexity that has been achieved and the control an

interfacial designer must master when developing surface

bound molecular devices. Furthermore, these examples also

indicate that to achieve a molecular-level control over the

modification of the interface, the use of self-assembled

monolayers, or thin films, is typically required. There are,

however, a myriad of choices the designer of molecular

assemblies on surfaces must make. The choices that must be

made start from the type of substrate upon which the device

will be assembled, which will in turn dictate the type of the

self-assembly system that can be employed. Obvious aspects

with regards to the choice of substrate will relate to whether

it needs to be conducting, transparent or compatible with

microfabrication techniques. Less obvious choices relate, for

example, either to surface roughness,16 to its ability to be

precisely structured, or to its rigidity. The choice of the

particular self-assembly system also depends on the level

of stability and order that is required. For example, aryl

diazonium salt derived layers on gold surfaces provide more

stable layers than the alkanethiol self-assembly system,17 but

with far less control over the molecular organisation of the

layers.3 With layers more complicated than just a single

component, as for example with the systems shown in

Fig. 1, there are a multitude of further decisions to be made.

For example, should the self-assembly molecule be completely

synthesized prior to assembly onto the surface, or should the

different parts of the envisioned molecular assembly be

coupled onto the surface in a step-wise process? If a monolayer

with multiple components is to be formed, then, how should

this be done? If a step-wise procedure is to be employed, what

coupling chemistry should be used?

The answers to all these, and related questions, depend very

much on the intended applications of the system under

investigation. The purpose of this critical review is to provide

the reader with the information to start answering these

questions. This review will draw from both our own experience

in developing molecular level surface modification strategies

for sensing and electron transfer studies, as well as from the

work of others. Initially, it will cover different self-assembly

systems for forming basic layers, discussing their pros

and cons. Subsequently, the issue of whether the molecular

Fig. 1 Highly complex molecular assemblies at a surface. (a) Indium–tin oxide electrodes modified with self-assembled monolayers of

porphyrin–fullerene conjugates for photovoltaics applications. (Note: the sacrificial electron donor, triethanolamine, is not shown for clarity)

(ref. 14). (b) Modulation of the amperometric signal by antibody/tethered epitope interactions in a label-free immunobiosensor (ref. 15).
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constructs to be formed on a surface will be pre-synthesized

versus being formed in a step-wise manner directly off a surface

will be covered. Finally, a number of well-established, as well

as emerging, coupling chemistry schemes will be outlined prior

to finishing with some future perspectives.

2. Self-assembly systems

To build molecular scale devices off a surface first requires a

means of modifying a surface with molecular level control.

The main route to achieving this level of control over surface

modification, and the route that has made this field possible, is

to use self-assembled monolayers (SAMs). In the broadest

sense SAMs are spontaneously formed on a surface when the

right conditions are met. In the simplest case, the right

conditions may involve placing the surface in a solution of

the self-assembling molecule, or in more sophisticated cases

monolayer growth may require either illumination, heating or

electrode conditioning (i.e. an applied bias). In all cases that

will be discussed here, SAM forming molecules include (i) one

end that has a high affinity for the surface, (ii) alkyl chains or

aromatic rings that play a crucial role in the ordering/packing

of the monolayer on the surface, and (iii) a distal moiety which

defines the chemical functionality the surface now presents to

its environment (Fig. 2). That is, a hydrophobic moiety will

make the surface a low energy hydrophobic surface, while

hydrophilic, polar, moieties will give a high energy surface.

The reason self-assembled monolayers are attractive for

building molecular devices is they can produce layers with

well-defined packing and density of specific molecules on a

surface and, by incorporating more than one type of molecule

into a SAM with molecular scale precision, multifunctional

surfaces can be fabricated. Multifunctional surfaces can be

produced that, for example, contain components to couple

further functionality, components to space coupling points

apart, or components to aid in the control of how the surface

interacts with its environment (Fig. 1).

Just a few words of caution regarding the depiction of

SAM-modified surfaces. Throughout this review, and the

majority of the scientific literature on SAMs, the molecular

assemblies on surfaces are depicted as cartoons, such as those

shown in Fig. 1 and 2. These cartoons have their strengths and

weaknesses. Their power is they represent an idealised picture

of what the surface construct might look like. Their flaws are

they typically show ordered assemblies on smooth surfaces.

Clearly, the surface cannot be completely smooth on the level

of individual atoms forming bonds with a surface. This is

because the surface atoms have their own shape, and hence

cannot form a perfectly flat surface on the atomic level.16

Furthermore, any real surface will have defects and domain

boundaries that will disrupt the perfect packing of a mono-

layer.16 Similarly, the monolayer forming molecules may not

all align on the surface with exactly the same orientation, thus

forming domains of slightly different orientation.18,19 Finally,

inevitably any image shows the monolayer as a static entity

but in reality molecules will exhibit their normal fluctuations

in position as dictated by thermal motion.

First, some common types of self-assembly systems for

surface modification will be discussed. The different systems

will be discussed with regards to the types of surfaces they are

compatible with and their pros and cons. In principle, all

systems we will discuss here will have the potential to form

monolayers on a surface, and hence the molecular level control

required, but some systems are prone to multilayer formation.

That is, we will take a broad view of the definition of a

self-assembled monolayer.

2.1 Organosilane based layers

Organosilane based monolayers on silicon dioxide and other

hydroxylated surfaces are possibly the most commonly

exploited self-assembly system. Chemical functionalization of

silicon oxide surfaces with silane molecules is an important

technique for a variety of device fabrication.20–22 One of the

main interests is the formation of silanized glass surfaces

and their use in non-linear optical devices,23 or in sensor

applications.24,25 In 1980 Sagiv published a seminal paper

reporting the reaction of chloro- and alkoxy-silanes (RSiCl3
and RSi(OR 0)3 with R = C18H37 and R0 = Me or Et) with

hydroxyl-terminated surfaces of oxidized substrates to afford a

covalent molecular layer.26 Hydroxyl terminated surfaces

include almost any oxide surface such as glass, poly(vinyl

alcohol), oxidized polyethylene, aluminium, zinc oxide, iron

oxide or indium tin oxide. This work represents the first report

of ‘ordered molecular assemblies formed by the adsorption of

active surfactants on a solid surface’,12 better known as SAMs.

Commonly, the surface is activated prior to the self-assembly

in order to clean the surface and maximize the number of

silanol groups at the surface.27 Alkylsiloxane (R–Si–O–Si)

layers are then prepared by a simple self-assembly of the active

surfactant, e.g. alkyltrichloro-, alkyltrimethoxy-, or alkyl-

triethoxysilanes onto the solid substrate.12 The properties of

these films, i.e. chemical composition, thickness, orientation

and lateral order of the alkyl chains have been investigated in

detail.28–31 As shown by various studies, a precise depiction of

the interface between the SAM and the silica is not trivial. A

range of factors, including surface hydration and/or water

traces in the deposition solution, dictate the precise chemical

nature of the interface. A schematic depiction of the proposed

silane/silica interface is shown in Fig. 3. It is suggested

that only 10 to 20% of the chains need to form bonds to

the surface. The monolayer formation appears thus to be
Fig. 2 What does what? Idealized representation of a self-assembled

monolayer forming molecule.
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primarily driven by interactions between hydrocarbon chains

and Si–O linkages between adjacent silanols. We note that the

2D Si–O–Si network between neighbouring silanols shown in

Fig. 3 has been greatly simplified for clarity purposes.31

There has been considerable debate on the mechanism

of chemisorption.32 The deposition process is especially

complicated; it proceeds through a number of stages, and

strongly depends on various parameters, including the solvent

and adsorber concentrations,33 aging of solutions, water

content,34 deposition time and temperature.35 Initial reports

claimed water traces to be essential for the formation of

well-packed monolayers.28,36 More recent studies showed that

with increasing water content, or increasing age of the adsorbate

solution, island type growth is strongly favoured.37 To further

complicate the debate, the film growth seems to proceed by

different mechanisms under ‘‘dry’’ or ‘‘wet’’ conditions.34

Most importantly, Wang and Lieberman have reported the

preparation of ultra smooth octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS)

monolayers by exposing clean native SiO2 surfaces to a dry

solution of OTS.34 We note that extremely smooth silanized

surfaces, i.e. flat at a resolution of few angstroms, have been

previously reported. As proposed by Benattar and co-workers in

an early report,38 the fact that the roughness is low for silanated

wafers is also compatible with a vision in which the layer covers

the surface without bonding to it, i.e. a film is formed where

molecules are linked to each other, and bonded to the surface by

only a few bonds.36

The simplicity of formation of the SAMs on SiO2 is a major

advantage. However, in common with many of the SAM

forming systems, the silanization reaction is relatively easy

to carry out, but the formation of a reproducibly well-defined

monolayer is exceedingly difficult.31,36 Firstly, one of the

major issues with this system is the adventitious formation

of polycondensed silane (i.e. multilayered products, see

Fig. 3),31 or physically adsorbed silane molecule on the SiO2

surface.38 It is however, very difficult to distinguish physically

adsorbed silanes from chemically conjugated SAM molecules.

For many applications, whether a monolayer, or rather an

ill-defined multilayer is formed, is not a significant issue. On

the other hand, when using these systems as the base layer

upon which truly molecular devices will be fabricated,22 lack

of control in the SAM growth can be a major concern.

Another challenge with using organosilanes for modifying

SiO2 surfaces is the lack of stability in basic media. Thus,

for very precise works, the hydrolytic stability of Si–O bonds

close to the surface may cause performance problems. In

summary, some aspects of the organosilane system are far

from ideal, but for several substrates (i.e.metal/semiconductor

oxides) it just happens to be far and away the best system we

have. In fact, SAMs on SiO2 have provided molecularly

defined platforms for numerous chemical derivatization studies

and an extensive tool-box of chemical strategies exists now for

chemical transformations at the monolayer surface.32

2.2 Alkanethiol and organosulfur self-assembled monolayer

Organosulfur compounds, and in particular alkanethiols,

are the other self-assembled monolayer forming system that

dominates the scientific literature.13 These molecules sponta-

neously adsorb onto the surface of gold, silver, platinum and

copper. The most frequently used surface is gold because it

does not have a stable oxide under ambient conditions, which

makes surface preparation simpler. On gold, the thiol groups

chemisorb onto the metal to form a gold–thiolate bond;12

R–S–H + Au0n- R–S�Au+�Au0n + 1/2H2

The monolayer formed has the alkyl chains in the all trans-

conformation, tilted B20–301 from normal to the metal

surface. Once a clean metal surface contacts a solution of

alkanethiols a monolayer forms within a few minutes, where-

upon there is a slow reorganization over a period of several

hours.39 The order of the monolayer is derived from the

chain–chain interactions. Therefore, any parameter that influences

van der Waals interactions between the alkyl chains of the

monolayer forming molecules will influence the order of an

alkanethiol SAM. SAMs with fewer defects are formed by

molecules with longer alkyl chains,40 on smoother surfaces,16

and with molecules with distal moieties that have a smaller size

than the footprint of the alkyl chain (B20 Å).39

The popularity of alkanethiol SAMs is due to the ease of

forming a well-defined monolayer.13 As the driving force for

formation is the interaction between gold and the thiol, there is

no ambiguity as to whether the film is a monolayer or a

multilayer system. The real challenge comes in making SAMs

which are defect free, or close to defect free.

Mixed monolayers can be produced by having a mixture of

alkanethiols in the solution in which the substrate is immersed.

The SAMs that result remain as a reasonably homogeneous

mixture of the components, especially when the two molecular

components have a similar length alkyl chain.41 The ability to

form homogeneous SAMs from mixtures of alkanethiols is

integral to the construction of molecular devices on surfaces.

Surprisingly, the nature of the thiol–gold bond is still subject

to controversy, although virtually all applicable characterization

techniques have been reported.42 The thiol–gold bond is

most commonly described as a surface-bound thiolate. The

gold–thiolate bond energy is only 170 kJ mol�1 due to the

polar nature of the bond, causing it to be regarded as a pseudo-

covalent bond. van der Waals forces between neighbouring

molecules stabilize the structure,43 but nevertheless alkanethiol

Fig. 3 Interactions between hydrocarbon chains and Si–O linkages

between adjacent silanols are the driving force in the self-assembly of

organosilane systems.
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based SAMs often face stability issues.44,45 Typically alkanethiols

are stable within a potential window of between +1.0 and

�1.0 V versus SCE (although this potential window depends

on chain length, terminal group and the quality of the under-

lying gold surface),16,46,47 at temperatures below 100 1C,48 and

seldom for longer than a week or two in air. The poor long-

term stability is due to the gold–thiolate bond being prone to

oxidation to either sulfinates (–SO2) or sulfonates (–SO3).
44,49

The rate of photooxidation was found to vary significantly

with the alkyl chain length; short-chain length SAMs oxidize

much faster than long-chain SAMs.50,51 The chemical nature

of functionalities at the distal end of the SAM also affects

the stability of the system.51 We note that experiments by

Schoenfisch and Pemberton suggest ozone as the primary

oxidant in ambient laboratory air.52

The oxidized SAM is far less strongly bound to the gold,53

and hence drastically compromises the viability of the final

molecular device. The stability over time is particularly an

issue when long multi-step fabrication processes are employed,

such that the alkanethiol layer has time to oxidize, and with

assemblies on nanoparticles, where the high radius of curvature

makes it easy for oxygen to reach the gold–thiolate bond. An

example is during the synthesis of peptides on an electrode

surface,54–56 or assembling DNA modified surfaces in multiple

steps.57,58 To address the stability issue some workers have

employed organosulfur compounds with two thiols that bond

to the gold,56,59–61 an approach becoming increasingly popular

with molecular assemblies on nanoparticles.62,63

Despite alkanethiol SAMs being less stable than desirable,

they are the most popular systems for forming molecular

assemblies where a molecular level control is required because

(i) they provide unprecedented control over the layer formed

coupled with the extensive knowledge that has been acquired

about these systems,3,13 (ii) there are many well established

organic synthesis approaches to making complicated molecular

structures,64,65 (iii) their compatibility with gold means they

are ideal for forming molecular assemblies on electrodes,66

surface plasmon resonance based optical devices,67 and

metallic nanoparticles68 and (iv) as molecularly smooth gold

surfaces can be prepared either from a single crystal, or via

template stripping,69 molecular devices with highly defined

spatial relationships can be prepared.

2.3 Hydrosilylation reactions at silicon surfaces

The reaction of 1-alkenes and 1-alkynes at hydride-terminated

silicon surfaces is another strategy for forming a self-

assembled monolayer. This strategy, known as hydrosilylation,

was first reported by Linford et al. and has been the subject of

intense interest over the past two decades.70–72 The reaction is

most commonly initiated using heat or UV/white light

(although other approaches are also employed) to create a

surface radical which attacks the unsaturated bond to link the

alkyl chains to the substrate by a Si–C bond. Monolayers

grafted in this way are not subject to multilayer formation or

hydrolysis (Fig. 4).

The key advantage of this class of monolayer system is that

the resultant layer is highly stable because of the nonpolar

covalent Si–C bond. As there is typically only one coupling

point, on most occasions the resultant layer can be guaranteed

to be a monolayer. Furthermore, as the underlying silicon

surface can be tuned both electronically and topographically

this system has incredible versatility. Si(111) faces can be

prepared so that they are molecularly smooth, Si(111) and

Si(100) can be given both micro and nanoscale roughness,

the material can be micromachines and given a variety of

structures using classical microfabrication techniques, and can

be electrochemically etched to give porous silicon (PSi). The

nature of the layer is subtly dependent on the crystal face of

silicon due to the different arrangements of silicon atoms

on the different faces. However, for most crystal faces

approximately one in every two silicon atoms possesses an

alkyl chain in a well formed layer and crudely the layers can be

regarded as similar.72

The disadvantage of this system is however it can prove

difficult to achieve good quality layers on silicon without the

formation of some oxide.73 As any silicon oxide will influence

Fig. 4 Hydrosilylation of unsaturated molecules and alkylation of halide-terminated surfaces—wet chemistry routes to silicon–carbon bound

monolayers on hydrogen-passivated, non-oxidized, silicon surfaces.
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the electronic properties of molecular devices on planar

silicon74 and accelerate the degradation of porous silicon in

aqueous media,75 the challenge is to prepare the layers without

any oxidation of the silicon. This requires the surface

modification to be performed in an inert atmosphere with

degassed chemicals. The difficulty of this challenge is

demonstrated by many examples of the literature where visible

SiOx peaks are observed in X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

scans of the Si 2p region of the spectrum.

Further, at present, the chemistry of oxide-free silicon is

underdeveloped with respect to that of gold, glass and

polymeric surfaces.32,76 We remark that as a direct result of

the high reactivity of major functional groups (e.g. –OH,77

–C(O)H,77 –NH2,
78 –Br,79 –C(O)Cl,80 –SH)81 toward the Si–H

surface, means preparation of o-functionalized monolayers is

considerably more difficult than the preparation of simple

alkyl monolayers. Notable exceptions are (i) the carboxylic

acid functionality (–C(O)OH), where only small-to-negligible

indications of ‘‘upside-down’’ attachment of the carboxy

end of 1-undecylenic acid (H2CQC(CH2)8C(O)OH)82 or

10-undecynoic acid (HCRC(CH2)8C(O)OH)83 have been

reported, and (ii) the acid fluoride (–C(O)F) group of grafted

10-undecynoyl fluoride molecules (HCRC(CH2)8C(O)F).84

Nevertheless, hydrogen bonding causes bilayer formation on

–C(O)OH SAMs,85 and further functionalization of the

monolayer requires either the preparation of anhydride

intermediates,86,87 or esterification protocols with N-hydroxy-

succinimide (Si–RC(O)NHS), relying on the use of

conventional carbodiimide reagents (such as N-ethyl-N0-(3-

(dimethylamino)propyl)carbodiimide (EDC)).82 This last

method now represents a widely used platform toward diverse

functional silicon surfaces.73,87–95

2.4 Aryl diazonium salt derived layers

The covalent modification of surfaces with aryl diazonium

salts was first described by Pinson and co-workers.96 This early

example detailed the one-electron reduction of aryl diazonium

salts at glassy carbon (GC) surfaces to yield a thin film

exposing functionalized aromatic groups. Most importantly,

the functionalized aromatic groups decorating the GC

electrode surface could be further modified by classical

chemical reactions. For example, 4-nitrophenyl groups could

be reduced electrochemically to 4-aminophenyl groups.

However, it is only recently that aryl diazonium salts have

begun to attract a lot of interest for the modification of

surfaces with a high degree of control.2 The interest is because

this one system can be used to modify all allotropes of

carbon,97–99 gold, platinum and many other metals,100

unoxidized silicon,101–103 and more recently indium tin

oxide.104 Furthermore, the electrochemical reduction of a

variety of aryl diazonium salts as reported by Tour and

co-workers105,106 is a viable route for robust modification of

small-diameter single-wall carbon nanotubes and has opened

possibilities for the preparation of molecular devices.15 The

aryl diazonium reduction can occur either in aqueous

or organic solvents,107 and with or without an applied

potential.96,108 As depicted in Fig. 5, formation of diazonium-

based SAMs is believed to proceed via an aryl radical

intermediate, where departure of N2 leaves an unpaired electron,

followed by the formation of a covalent bond between the aryl

radical and a surface atom of the substrate (aryl radical

route).107 However, it has been suggested that phenyl groups

present at the GC electrode surface may couple with the

diazonium species and yield a surface bound azo compound

(substituted hydrazine route).107 On carbon surfaces the nature

of this bond is well understood, but despite XPS evidences

supporting the formation of Fe–C bonds for diazonium films

on iron surfaces,109 only limited studies are available for metal

surfaces. The resulting covalent layers are highly stable,110 in

particular with regards to extensive potential cycling during

electrochemical measurements.17,111 Notably, rigorous

comparison studies with well-established self-assembly systems,

i.e. SAMs of alkanethiol, have been only performed on gold

electrodes.17,111,112

It is now generally agreed that depending on the precise

experimental conditions used in the self-assembly process

(i.e. charge allowed to reduce the diazonium salt, reaction

times, concentration of the SAM-forming molecule, nature of

the substrate),98 further radical attack at the first grafted aryl

group can yield a polyphenylene layer (i.e. multilayer system,

Fig. 6a), with a thickness up to micrometres.113 As depicted in

Fig. 6b, in order to prevent the growth of a polyaryl system,

successful approaches include (i) sterically hindering the

3,5-positions,114 and (ii) the use of very bulky protecting

groups.115

Fig. 5 Functionalization of carbon, metals, metal oxides and semi-

conductor surfaces by grafting, or electrografting, of aryl diazonium salts.

Fig. 6 Possible layer structure resulting from the electrochemical

grafting of aryl diazonium salts. (a) Multilayer system due to the

attack of an aryl radical on a grafted phenyl group. (b) Prevention of

multilayer growth by either hindering the 3- and 5-position or by using

bulky protecting groups (ref. 114 and 115).
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Despite the encouraging finding of these recent studies,

control is compromised by using aryl diazonium salts but with

the benefit of greater stability.116 Part of the attraction of aryl

diazonium salts, in common with alkanethiols, is that they are

reasonably simple to synthesize. A large number of aryl

diazonium salt derivatives have been synthesized,97 although

the literature is still dominated by reasonably simple and

commercially available molecules, such as carboxy and nitro

derivatives.97 The nitro derivative can then be electrochemically

converted to the amino species, and hence the two most useful

surfaces for the fabrication of biointerfaces, carboxyl and

amino terminated surfaces, are readily available. Recently,

however, Baranton and Bélanger have greatly broadened the

scope of aryl diazonium salt chemistry for surface modification

by showing that aniline derivatives can be converted into aryl

diazonium salts and deposited onto electrode surfaces in a one

step procedure.117 This, so-called, in situ generation of an aryl

diazonium salt simply required the aniline derivative to be

mixed with sodium nitrite in hydrochloric acid. This result

implies that any commercially available aniline derivative is

now a potential surface-modifying molecule. Furthermore, it

has very recently been shown that there is no difference in the

ratio of two components in a mixed layer formed using the

in situ approach versus using pre-synthesized aryl diazonium

salts.118

The simultaneous chemisorption of different molecules can

provide a high degree of control over the physical and

chemical properties of a surface. This has been well demon-

strated with alkanethiol molecules on gold surfaces. The

formation of mixed layers of aryl diazonium salts on surfaces

is however in its infancy. The first example of a multicomponent

aryl diazonium salt-derived layer was reported in 2005 by

Gooding and co-workers,119 and since then some quite

sophisticated biointerfaces have been described.15,17,120 The

formation of mixed layers was achieved by mixing more than

one diazonium salt into the solution from which reductive

adsorption of aryl derivatives is achieved. The question is how

does the ratio of components in solution relate to the ratio of

components on the surface? It was recently shown that, as the

layer formation is potential assisted, the ratio of components

formed on the surface is strongly influenced by the redox

potential of each aryl diazonium salt.121 That is, from a binary

mixture, the species that dominates on the surface is the

species which is reduced onto the electrode surface at the more

anodic potential. At this point in time however, little more is

known about mixed layers derived from aryl diazonium salts,

in particular with regards on how the two components are

distributed, whether they are forming multilayers, or whether

specific associations occur between the different components.

3. Pre-synthesized versus step-wise fabrication off

a surface

The formation of molecular assemblies on surfaces that

contain molecular components with a multitude of different

functionalities within that molecule raises a question of how

that molecular component should be prepared. The obvious

choices are either to synthesize the entire molecule before

assembly, or alternatively, to assemble the molecules on the

actual surface, one component at a time. We refer to these two

approaches as the pre-synthesized and step-wise strategies,

respectively. The key question is which is the better strategy?

Both strategies persist throughout the literature, but the

decisions on which strategy to employ often pertain to the

background of the researchers rather than a decision regarding

interfacial design. The answer as to whether the pre-synthesized

or the step-wise approach is better, depends on the application.

Here we discuss two case studies from our own work

which, based on the experimental results, come to different

conclusions regarding the performances of pre-synthesized

versus step-wise assembled molecular devices.

3.1 Case study 1: ferrocene-modified surfaces for electron

transfer studies

Self-assembled monolayers of alkanethiols on gold surfaces

have been used for studying electron transfer processes for

many years.10 In particular, monolayers in which ferrocene

groups are linked to gold electrodes by alkanethiol-based

bridges have been studied in great detail. The ferrocene moiety

is typically diluted on the surface using, most frequently, an

alcohol-terminated species.65,122 These surfaces have been

prepared either by assembling a mixed SAM of the pre-

synthesized ferrocene derivative with an appropriate diluent

molecule,123–125 or by assembling a mixed SAM composed of

the diluent and a carboxylic acid derivative molecule, followed

by attaching ferrocene methyl amine,122 or similar redox

nucleophilic derivatives,90,126 onto the carboxyl termini. Cyclic

voltammetry is a common means to determine the electron

transfer kinetics and to evaluate the quality of the prepared

interface for electron transfer studies. A good marker of the

quality of such monolayers is the width at half maximum of

the oxidation and reduction waves in cyclic voltammograms

(CVs), DEfwhm. In the ideal case, i.e. when the interface is well

prepared and with non-interacting ferrocenyl units experiencing

the same environment, DEfwhm will be 90.6/n at room

temperature (where n refers to the number of electrons

transferred in the electrochemical reaction). Fig. 7 shows

representative CVs for interfaces formed either in a step-wise

manner or from pre-synthesized molecules. In the former case

of a surface prepared stepwise (Fig. 7a), measured CVs show

very broad and asymmetrical peaks (DEfwhm = ca. 170 mV)

indicating that the ferrocene derivatives are in a multitude of

environments. Such an interface is inappropriate for high

quality electron transfer studies. In contrast, the interface

prepared from the pre-synthesized molecule (Fig. 7b) gives a

DEfwhm value between 95 and 100 mV, which is very close

to ideal, and may then provide robust electron transfer

information.65,127 The difference in performance of these two

interfaces clearly shows the advantages of the pre-synthesized

approach, which gave far greater certainty over the composition

and organization of the electrode interface.

3.2 Case study 2: modification of porous silicon

Porous silicon (PSi) photonic crystals hold considerable

promise as sensors for in vivo monitoring.128 This is partly

because they provide a label-free sensing device from a

material that is (i) biocompatible, (ii) degrades in the body
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to benign products, and (iii) can be designed such that the

reflectivity spectra are tuned to the so-called ‘tissue window’

(near infrared), where there is significant light penetration

through the skin, such that implanted devices can be

monitored optically from outside the body. To make these

optical PSi structures into selective sensing devices, however,

requires surface modification of the inorganic PSi structure

using either silane chemistry,129 if the silicon is oxidized, or

hydrosilylation chemistry if ‘‘as prepared’’ (i.e. hydrogen-

terminated) structures are employed.130 Surface chemistry

modification is required to address three tasks.130 First is to

protect the underlying silicon from the ingress of water and

oxygenated species that cause the PSi to oxidise and dissolve in

physiological media. The second is to render the surface

resistant to non-specific protein adsorption. The third is to

provide coupling points to which biological recognition

species such as DNA, antibodies or enzymes could be

attached. Representative molecules we have designed to

perform these tasks are shown in Fig. 8. We initially attempted

to incorporate all three components in a pre-synthesized

molecule, however, such interface was unable to provide

adequate protection against silicon oxidation, with the device

being completely degraded in biological solutions within two

days.73 However, forming the interface in a stepwise manner

with first grafting a base alkyl layer, followed by the attachment

of the anti-fouling moieties and by activation of terminal

groups to allow biology to be attached, gave a totally different

result. In the stepwise case the structures were shown to be

detectable in biological media for up to 60 days with no

evidence of any oxidation of silicon within the first 4 days.73

The ability to stabilise PSi structures was vital for subsequent

applications, where the photonic crystals were modified with

peptides and used to detect the release of proteolytic enzymes

from living cells.131

The poor performance of the pre-synthesized molecule in

the case of PSi photonic crystals was attributed to the

oligo(ethylene oxide) moieties being highly flexible, and thus

disrupting the packing of the SAM.

3.3 What do we learn from the case studies?

The two case studies discussed above show clearly that

whether using pre-synthesized molecules, or instead opting

for a step-wise formation of molecular layers, is entirely

dependent on the function of the interface.

The clear advantage of the pre-synthesized approach is that

surface modifying molecules can be purified prior to assembly,

and hence greater certainty over the composition of the

interface is expected. This was evident with the examples of

case study 1 (Section 3.1), where subtle changes in environment

Fig. 7 Step-wise (a) versus pre-synthesized (b) fabrication of

redox-active SAMs for electron transfer studies.

Fig. 8 Alternative chemical strategies for the derivatization of PSi for

sensing applications. The alkyl portion of the layer (red) serves to

stabilize the device against oxidation, limited non-specific adsorption

of proteins is ensured by an anti-fouling component (green), and

reactive termini (blue) are used for further SAM derivatization.

(a and b) Pre-synthesized approach toward robust, anti-fouling and

chemically versatile (i.e. derivatizable) SAMs. (c) Step-wise fabrication

using either carbodiimide- or CuAAC-based approaches.
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around ferrocenyl molecules markedly influenced the electrode

performance. With the step-wise synthesis of ferrocene-

modified electrodes, the quality of the redox interface is

defined by the coupling efficiency between the base monolayer

and the ferrocene derivative. As such surface reactions are

seldom quantitative, there is inevitably a mixture of species on

the surface and physical adsorption of ferrocene derivatives

onto the surface is also expected. Hence, the ability to purify

the SAM-forming molecules prior to assembly is part of

the reason for the superior redox response found with the

pre-synthesized ferrocene derivative.

A perceived disadvantage of the pre-synthesized approach is

in that it requires the experimentalist to synthesize a new

molecule for every single interface to be explored. In the case

of the ferrocene interface prepared via the step-wise approach,

SAM-forming species are commercially available, and

hence accessible to researchers without particular synthetic

skills. We, however, do not regard synthetic expertise as an

important criterion by which the decision of how to make a

sophisticated interface is made, and advocate that, when

possible, the pre-synthesized approach is a better approach

to take.

However, case study 2 (Section 3.2) illustrates an example

where a step-wise approach to a multicomponent interface can

in fact be a superior strategy. That is, when some of the

moieties within an interface forming molecule are too bulky to

allow for the effective formation of the interface. The

even more common reason is incompatibilities of different

molecular components. For example, in the device for protein

electrochemistry of Fig. 1 the interface, comprised of the

oligo(ethylene oxide) spacer molecules (not shown) and the

‘‘molecular wire’’ (i.e. phenylethynyl bridge), is assembled in

acetonitrile, which is a solvent in which the proteins employed

would denature. Hence there is no choice but to form the

interface in a step-wise manner. Besides solvent incompatibilities,

there is also the possibility that the conditions in which the

self-assembly occurs in may not be compatible with some of

the molecular components involved. This is for example the

case with the methods we use to perform hydrosilylation

chemistry, where either high temperatures or UV illumination

are employed, both of which could denature biological

molecules.

In the cases when the step-wise approach is required, the

quality of the final interface will be determined at a large

extent by the efficiency and selectivity of the coupling

chemistry involved.

4. Selected coupling chemistries and their relative

virtues

As the discussion above indicates, we favour synthesizing the

entire molecular construct in solution prior to assembly on a

surface but there are many surface constructs, for many

different reasons, where that is just not possible and a step-

wise approach is the only way to fabricate the required

functionality on a surface. If a step-wise approach is the only

way forward, then the logical question is, ‘‘what functional

groups would be best to have on the distal end of the base

layer?’’. Again, the answer to such a question depends on what

the layer is required to do. Much of the early science in

understanding monolayer constructs on surfaces concentrated

on methyl terminated monolayers. The reasons for this are

both scientific and practical. From a scientific perspective, the

methyl group typically having limited affinity for the under-

lying substrate and hence the surface binding mode of the

active surfactants was unambiguous. Practically, the broad

range of commercially available SAM-forming molecules

allowed detailed studies as a function of molecular length to

be easily performed. Nevertheless, the covalent modification

of the poorly reactive alkyl termini suffers from low yields

(ca. 10%) and has seen very limited use.132 As a consequence,

a wealth of chemical strategies has been developed for the

derivatization of o-functionalized SAMs. In the following

sections we discuss both some recent developments, and

established platforms, for the step-wise modification of a

surface.

4.1 Carbodiimide-based approaches

It is almost undeniable that the most common coupling

strategy involves the linking of carboxylic acid with amines

to form an amide bond. Within this context, carbodiimides

reign supreme at least in popularity. The popularity of this

approach comes from its compatibility with biology and its

simplicity. Carbodiimide reagents (e.g. N,N0-dicyclohexyl-

carbodiimide (DCC) or N-ethyl-N0-(3-(dimethylamino)-

propyl)carbodiimide (EDC))133 are now a routine laboratory

tool in the field of self-assembly.72,134,135 Both DCC and EDC

are commercially available reagents, and can be used in either

organic solvents (DCC) or aqueous solutions (EDC). In the

simplest case, a carboxylic acid terminated surface is immersed

in a solution of the appropriate carbodiimide reagent, yielding

a reactive O-acylurea intermediate (Fig. 9). This reactive ester

intermediate is susceptible to nucleophilic attack by amines,

and can be therefore directly converted into the intended

amide product. Nevertheless, when this reaction is carried

out in an aqueous environment, with a water-soluble

carbodiimide, the activated O-acylurea intermediate is subject

to hydrolysis. This hydrolysis can severely limit conversion

rates.136 Typically, in aqueous solution N-hydroxysuccinimide

(NHS) is included to assist the EDC-mediated amidation

reaction.133 NHS displaces the carbodiimide active ester (i.e.

the O-acylurea intermediate) to give a succinimide ester

(Fig. 9). NHS esters are still reactive toward attack by amine

nucleophiles and remarkably less prone to hydrolysis than the

parent carbodiimide ester. In solution phase, product yields as

high as 90% can be routinely achieved.136 A first consequence

of the greater coupling yields is that many succinimide ester

terminated SAM forming molecules are also commercially

available.136 Importantly, in the contest of carbodiimide

chemistry at a surface, NHS esters have a small footprint,

and hence more of the surface carboxyls are activated.137

Apart from amines, NHS activated films are open to the

immobilization of substituted hydrazine (–CO–NH–NH–R)94

and alcohols. This two-step procedure (activation followed by

nucleophilic displacement) does not require harsh hydrolysis

steps as in the case of tethered acid esters, which is why it is so

compatible with biological molecules. It is also worth noting
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that an optimization study to evaluate the optimal range of

NHS and EDC concentrations and molar ratios has only very

recently been published for silicon substrates by Sam et al.87

The authors have systematically varied the concentrations of

the two reagents, and semiquantitatively evaluated, via

transmission FTIR spectroscopy, the presence of unreacted

O-acylurea and anhydride species, as well as the relative

abundance of by-products (e.g. N-acylurea) and desired

reaction product. Very high yields (i.e. close to 100%) for

the activation reaction were found for a restricted range of

NHS and EDC concentrations and molar ratios (5 mM o

[EDC] E [NHS]). This was explained in terms of kinetic

competition between different reaction pathways (Fig. 9).

Despite the high coupling yields reported by Sam et al., more

typical coupling yields are around 50% for many surface

coupling reactions.

The method presents some limitations with regards to

sterically hindered molecules (e.g. single-strand DNA

oligomers tethered to a primary amine linker). Furthermore,

it is important, although often forgotten, to use a small

capping agent, such as ethanolamine, to deactivate unreacted

sites.88,138 Another point of caution relates to the surface

coupling of proteins using carbodiimide reagents. The experi-

mentalist could modify the surface with a carboxylic acid

terminated SAM, activate the carboxyl using EDC/NHS,

and subsequently couple the protein to the NHS-activated

SAM (i.e. two-step procedure). Alternatively, a protein of

interest can be coupled onto an amine-terminated surface in

the presence of both EDC and NHS (i.e. one-pot procedure).

Naively, these two alternatives (two-step versus one-pot) may

be thought to deliver the same basic product but this could not

be further from the truth. In the latter case with an amine

terminated SAM, the protein and the EDC/NHS coexist in

solution, which means free amines on the protein, as well as

the surface amines, can nucleophilically attach the active esters

on the protein, causing the protein to crosslink. Hence a

monolayer of protein is not achieved. With the activation of

a carboxyl terminated SAM, the surface can be removed from

the EDC/NHS solution after activation, and subsequently be

placed in a protein solution free of activating agents. In this

way a monolayer of protein can be guaranteed (provided the

protein does not aggregate to itself).

4.2 Maleimide-derivatized surfaces

Toward the preparation of reactive SAM surfaces for

protein and oligonucleotide binding, several amine- and thiol-

tagged precursors have been investigated. Examples include

(3-mercaptopropyl)trimethoxysilane (MPS) and (3-amino-

propyl)trimethoxysilane (3-APS) on silica surfaces. On non-

oxidized silicon surfaces, however, protection and deprotection

of the amine group is required.139 The great majority of these

SAM-forming molecules are commercially available, so that

SAM deposition procedures involve no, or minimal, synthetic

effort.140 Linking of biomolecules onto amino-termini

can be accomplished in a three-step procedure using hetero-

bifunctional reagents (e.g. N-succinimidyl 6-maleimidocaproate

(EMCS), Fig. 10). Free amino groups on the surface serve as

anchoring points to which the succinimide groups of the cross-

linker EMCS are covalently attached through amide bonds.

The resulting pendant maleimide residue of EMCS can in turn

be used in Michael addition reactions with thiolated molecules,

for example cysteine residues, yielding a covalent thioether

linkage.141 Moreover, maleimide-derivatized glass slides

provide an excellent synthetic route to immobilized proteins

due to their inherent stability and specificity to thiols,142 and

due to the resistance to nonspecific adsorption. Further examples

of maleimide-based strategies for the functionalization of

SAMs include the attachment of thiolated oligonucleotides

onto APS films by using N-succinimidyl 4-(p-maleimido-

phenyl)butyrate (SMPB),24 or the attachment of an antibody

onto 3-mercaptomethyldimethylethoxysilane (MDS) monolayers

by using various amine-reactive heterobifunctional linker

molecules differing from each other by their thiol-reactive site

(e.g. SMPB, N-(g-maleimidobutyryloxy) succinimide ester

(GMBS), N-succinimidyl-3-(2-pyridyldithio)propionate (SPDP),

N-succinimidyl-(4-iodoacetyl)aminobenzoate (SIAB) (Fig. 10)).143

4.3 ‘‘Click’’ reactions between azides and alkynes

An emerging coupling procedure by which further functionality

can be added to a surface is via the copper(I)-catalyzed

alkyne–azide cycloaddition (CuAAC) ‘‘click’’ reactions.144–147

CuAAC reactions benefit from high selectivity, modularity,

the absence of both activation and protection/de-protection

steps, and are tolerant to a wide range of solvents and

functional groups.146,148 Notably, the azido and ethynyl

functional groups are not common in nature. The advantage

of this is there will be no ill-defined covalent attachment of

biomolecules to a surface using ‘‘click’’ chemistry protocols.

On the other hand, a disadvantage is that biomolecules

will require modification prior to coupling using this chemistry

Fig. 9 NHS-assisted activation of COOH termini via carbodiimide

(EDC) reagents. Concurrent alternative reaction pathways are shown

(ref. 87).
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(i.e. azide- or alkyne-tagging). The excitement generated by

this class of chemistry for surface modification may be traced

back to a report from Chidsey and co-workers in which was

claimed quantitative (for coverages lower than the steric limit)

coupling between a surface azide and a solution alkyne

species.149,150 Remarkably, when an alkyne-tagged ferrocene

derivative was ‘‘clicked’’ onto an azide-modified gold electrode,

cyclic voltammograms with DEfwhm values close to 90.6/n were

observed. That is, as referred to in case study 1 (Section 3.1),

this chemistry allowed the stepwise fabrication of a redox

interface with nearly ideal electrochemical behaviour. This

example shows the virtues of this ‘‘click’’ reaction—the

absence of side reactions and high conversion rates.

Since this work there has been an explosion of interest into

‘‘click’’ chemistry on surfaces.76,147 Examples of species that

have been coupled to surfaces in this way include, oligo(ethylene

oxides) to render surfaces protein resistant,151 peptides,152

DNA strands,153 carbohydrates,154 porphyrins155 and quinones.156

Of these many studies, one by our group illustrates an

additional advantage of this class of chemistry. We modified

hydrogen terminated Si(100) surfaces with an a,o-dialkyne

(1,8-nonadiyne) via a hydrosilylation reaction.157 The distal

alkyne was then used to couple a variety of different azido

species, including an azido ferrocene derivative,158,159 to the

distal end of the SAM. In common with the Chidsey work, the

DEfwhm was close to ideal for the surface bound ferrocene.159

However, what was particularly surprising was that these

modified surfaces could be scanned anodically in aqueous

solution for 200 or more redox cycles with no apparent

oxidation of the underlying silicon. Such protection of silicon

from oxidation is unprecedented. The studies showed that

if the surface dialkyne was diluted with a monoalkyne

(1-heptyne), such that there was not a distal alkyne, this

protection against oxidation gradually diminished. It was

hypothesised that the affinity of the distal alkynes to each

other via p–p bonding, and then subsequently the distal

triazole rings once coupling occurred, gave the surface the

much greater protection from oxidation. If this hypothesis is

correct it points to an important lesson. In most cases with

o-functionalized SAMs the distal moieties are reasonably

polar, or charged, and repel each other. We suggest that

greater surface stability would be achieved with SAMs where

there was strong affinity between the molecules at the distal

end. Previous work on phenyl based alkanethiols has shown

that as well.

4.4 Diels–Alder reactions

Another emerging class of coupling chemistry for surface

modification is the Diels–Alder cycloaddition. In a traditional

Diels–Alder reaction a diene is attacked by a dieneophile,

resulting in a ring structure. The advantage of the Diels–Alder

approach is that it is a highly chemoselective bioconjugation

strategy, in that it involves a diene and a dienophile not found

in any biological molecule. No protection schemes are there-

fore required, and the reaction is also fast and efficient in

aqueous media. Diels–Alder reactions have been used for the

immobilization of diene- and maleimide-functionalized oligo-

nucleotides,160 carbohydrates,161 and peptides162 on gold and

glass surfaces. In a very elegant work, Chaikof and co-workers

have prepared complex interfaces using sequential Diels–Alder

cycloaddition and CuAAC reactions (Fig. 11).154 Maleimide-

derivatized glass slides (the dienophile) were functionalized

with diverse ligands, including biotin, lactose, and a recombinant

S-tagged thrombomodulin protein. As complete conversion

Fig. 10 Examples of commercially available thiol- and amine-/hydroxyl-

reactive heterobifunctional crosslinker molecules. The immobilization

of IgG molecules onto thiol-terminated SAMs is an early example

of a straightforward protocol toward functional antibody molecules

immobilized on glass cover slips (ref. 143).
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was not achieved via Diels–Alder reactions, unreacted

maleimide groups were blocked by incubation in a solution

of cysteine. More recently reversible Diels–Alder chemistry

has been used to manipulate surface wettability of the silanized

glass surfaces.163 The relationship between the rate of an

interfacial Diels–Alder reaction and the steric congestion

around the reacting molecules has been studied in detail.164

It was found that for monolayers presenting quinone groups

(the dienophile) in an accessible environment, i.e. when using

short hydroxyl-terminated diluents molecules, reaction rates

were approximately seven-fold faster than those for mono-

layers with the quinone group buried within the SAM.

4.5 Acetylenic coupling

Quite surprisingly, despite the wide and diverse use of

acetylene ‘‘building blocks’’ in solution-phase chemistry,165 there

are few published studies, apart from CuAAC reactions, that

have reported on the unique properties of the carbon–carbon

triple bond in the context of derivatizing solid substrates. We

predict alkyne–alkyne coupling will become increasingly

popular. Notable examples include (i) the preparation of

1-ethynylpyrene-modified oligonucleotides using Sonogashira-

type cross-coupling conditions on controlled pore glasses,166

(ii) Cadiot–Chodkiewicz coupling of (triisopropylsilyl)-

protected bromoacetylene and alkyne-terminated self-

assembled monolayers of alkanethiolate on gold,167 (iii) the

work of Bedzyk and co-workers detailing the use of micro-

wave-assisted Sonogashira reactions,168 and more recently (iv)

the report by Gooding and co-workers on the Hay catalytic

system [CuCl, N,N,N0,N0-tetramethylethylenediamine] under

non-stringent oxidative conditions to bridge ferrocenyl units

to passivating alkenyl Si(100) monolayers through a 1,3-diyne

(–CRC–CRC–) linker.169

5. Summary and perspectives

The modification of surfaces with molecular constructs has

made incredible advances in the last 15 years or so. The level of

sophistication that has been achieved is incredible, with some

surface-modifying layers containing over 10 different molecular

components. Surface tethered molecular components can

serve a multitude of scopes, including coupling biomolecules,

allowing electron transfer through layers, blocking access of

proteins and other species to surfaces, orientating other

molecular components on a surface and capturing light or

electrons. What this high degree of control at the molecular

level has provided is not only access to better performing

surfaces but an entirely new way of doing things such as

sensing, converting light to energy, or switching materials

properties. Molecular level approaches to modifying surfaces

are in some ways the essence of molecular nanotechnology,

and therefore promises to become even more popular and an

even more developed field in the future.

The aim of this critical review is to highlight, to researchers

interested in the fabrication of surface molecular constructs,

some of the issues that they may face, some of the decisions

that may need to be made, and to outline some of the lessons

we have learnt in our experience in modifying surfaces. Saying

that, this review really only gives one half of the story with

regards to molecular nanotechnology. The half of the story

that has been given is how to go about fabricating the

molecular construct on a surface. Hence the tone has been

forward looking, attempting not to inform the reader as to

Fig. 11 Tandem Diels–Alder and ‘‘click’’ CuAAC reactions to derivatize anti-fouling silica surfaces with azide-tagged biomolecules (ref. 154).
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what has been done but more to emphasize how to do things.

The other half of the story however is ‘how do you know

whether you have made what you intended to make’? In our

own research, it is the characterisation of molecular constructs

on surfaces that takes as much, if not more time, than actually

working out how to fabricate the device. We typically use a

suite of techniques such as X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy,

electrochemistry, surface spectroscopy, X-ray reflectometry

and scanning probe microscopy, but there are a plethora of

other techniques also available. However, the application of

such techniques to the characterisation of modified surfaces

has been extensively reviewed, whereas, we felt, the strategies

for making complicated molecular constructs on surfaces

warranted further discussion.

Although this account is biased by our own experience, we

feel it provides a good starting point in how to modify surfaces

with multiple functionalities with a high degree of control. The

messages are: (i) consider the surface that is built upon from

the perspective of its topography, structure and the chemistry;

(ii) with that knowledge make a choice on the modifying

chemistry, keeping in mind the level of control achieved,

the stability of the modifying layer and how easily the

modification chemistry can be achieved; (iii) decide whether

a pre-synthesized molecular construct will be used to modify

the surface or a step-wise strategy will be employed based on

the compatibility of the molecular components with the

self-assembly conditions and whether a high quality layer,

with sufficient control of the molecular packing, can be

achieved using the presynthesized approach; and finally, (iv)

characterise, characterise and characterise to really prove the

molecular construct has been prepared as intended (that is, as

the cartoons suggest). Good luck.
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